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Abstract: In order to fully understand the interaction between the Abdominal Aortic 

Aneurysms (AAAs) and the arterial bifurcations interface it is important to attain more 

detailed information on blood hemodynamics stresses by using an accurate and real model of 

the vascular system of the human. In this study, a computer simulation, which integrates 

dinically acquired of 73-year-old male patient with saccular AAA MR angiograms image is 

considered. The numerical predictions for 2D of two models (with and without saccular AAA) 

– axisymmetric, rigid wall Newtonian and non-Newtonian Carreau blood model are presented. 

The finite volume method performed by ANSYS-Fluent Package was used to model this 

problem. The blood hemodynamics is considered as steady state condition in two values of 

Reynolds numbers of laminar flow condition. Blood hemodynamics is calculated for an 

improved set of dimensionless values pointer parameters include the pressure dimensionless, 

dimensionless Wall Shear Stress (WSS) and flow velocity. The results show that at the turbulent 

flow, velocity is with highest fluctuation profile and generate some vortices near the inner wall 

of AAA. The highest WSS levels are obtained downstream of AAA and at bifurcation apex.  

The presence of AAA in flow path will increase blood velocity of the distal by 35% for laminar 

and about 42% for turbulent. Finally, the velocity profile was compared with previous 

literature and give good agreement at the same computational condition. 

 

Keywords: Hemodynamics, Non-Newtonian blood, Blood heat transfer, AAA. 

 

Introduction 
In the medical terminology, an Abdominal Aorta Aneurysm (AAA) means an abnormal, 

unrefined, enduring, localized dilatation at any section of the artery. The aneurysmal is an 

expansion that is greater than twice or more the normal size of the conventional artery diameter. 

The AAAs are distinguished into three foremost arrangements: Fusiform Abdominal Aorta 

Aneurysm (FAAA) where the enlargement is symmetrical about the central axis of the artery; 

Saccular Abdominal Aorta Aneurysm (SAAA), where the enlargement is at one artery side and 

Fusiform/Saccular Abdominal Aorta Aneurysm (FSAAA), where all artery sides are enlarged 

but are nonsymmetrical about the central axis of the artery. The diameter of the aneurysm is 

with four times by comparing with the artery normal diameter and it can expand by  

0.2-1.0 cm/year till it unexpectedly ruptures [2]. Thus, the foremost difficulties with AAA that 

called the “silent killer” is that they are often asymptomatic till it ruptures [12]. Numerous 
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numerical and experimental revisions have surveyed the flow patterns and behaviours in the 

AAA by using both steady and pulsatile flow conditions. Altuwaijri [1] has experimentally 

found that the AAA reparation needs medical interference. Moreover, in patients with stable 

AAA, the surgery interaction has rate of mortality by 5%. Therefore, the blood flow behaviours 

inside the AAA can powerfully effect the distribution and magnitude of wholly blood flow 

apparatuses of the flow forces on the AAA wall [19]. Yu et al. [21] presented an experimental 

study of the hemodynamics of various AAA models by utilizing the Particle Image Velocimetry 

(PIV). They show that the upstream blood flow before the aneurysm region containing two 

portions: a major flow core crosswise of the pipe and a minor thin boundary layer that involved 

to the tube wall. Yu [20] has used PIV. Reynolds number is ranged from 400 to 1400 and 

Wimberley number is ranged from 17 to 22 for both pulsatile and steady blood flow conditions. 

The results show that when the flow condition is steady, there is a recirculating vortices engaged 

the whole rounded tube bulge, and the vortices core is located earlier to the end of the bulge 

distal. Moreover, Molla [14] performs a technique of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) to model 

the several kinds of pulsatile blood flow of the Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid models. 

His results displayed that within the aneurysm region a large re-circulation vortex exists. 

Also, the mathematical expectations of hemodynamics stresses and blood flow configurations 

inside the AAAs are accomplished by Finol and Amon [5].  

 

The Wall Shear Stress (WSS) are the lateral forces that acts on the walls of the AAA. Peattie et 

al. [15] has experimentally established a study of seven AAA models. The authors show that 

the WSS appeared as constant in tube upstream, quickly reduced in the tube bulge but it is 

amplified at the end of the distal of tube bulge due to the occurrence of the sharp velocity 

gradients. Some of the experimental and numerical data indicated that the maximum WSS was 

used as an enhanced forecaster of the AAA rupture than the AAA diameter. Speelman et al. 

[16] show that the WSS is significantly effect by AAA diameter, AAA shape, blood pressure, 

local curvature of aneurysm wall and thickness of the aneurysm wall. Also, Fillinger et al. [4] 

presented theoretical 3D numerical modelling by using the finite element analysis. They found 

that with high risk of rupture the WSS of the AAA wall is considered as a superior forecaster 

of higher WSS regions than the AAA diameter. Furthermore, Deplano et al. [3] conveyed that 

the core of the vortices inside AAA inflatable similar are extremely reliant on the blood flow 

wavy forms. The impacts of the vortices between them can increase the local pressure 

happening on the walls of the AAA and this process will lead to increase the local WSS.  

 

Some aorta models were simulated numerically with a pulsatile inlet waves for both the resting 

and exercise conditions. Lee and Chen [13] presented the velocity vectors, iso-velocity 

contours, WSS distribution, and the recirculation zones. Thus, the flow behaviour and vortices 

impacts the AAA wall acting a significant role in the rupture mechanism. Therefore, the main 

objective of the present paper is to analyse the effects of using Newtonian and non-Newtonian 

blood flow, WSS variation inside the AAA, secondary blood flow patterns, flow separations 

localization and vortices regions, on the instruction between the presence of saccular AAA and 

arterial bifurcation.  

 

2. Problem formulation  

2.1. Clinical anatomy and physical domain  
The artery called the abdominal aorta, when the aorta enters the abdomen. From its beginning 

until its end, the abdominal aorta supplies five main vascular branches by the two iliac arteries 

bifurcation abdominal aorta and the bifurcation into the Left Iliac Arteries (LIA) and Right Iliac 

Arteries (RIA) [10]. This model comprises a normal aorta approximately 1.9 to 2.2 cm in 
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diameter [11], but when it reaches to the abdominal aorta region its diameter becomes about 

0.9 cm, while AAA as large as 1.7 cm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 1 [5, 18]. 
 

 

Fig. 1 Clinical case of 73-year-old male patient with AAA [17] 

 

After the dimensions of the abdominal aorta with aneurysm and bifurcation were determined 

from the image, a model of the geometry was designed using CAD software with aid of Gambit 

program. Finally, it was exporting and simulating by the ANSYS-Fluent 15.0 [6]. The physical 

domain for the two cases have employed in this study is plotted in Fig. 2. 

 

                   
 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 2 Real problem geometry of the present work for with and without FAAA models 

 

2.2. Mathematical model 
In small arteries or capillaries, the blood displays non-Newtonian fluid properties only, but if 

the blood flows in large vessels the blood can be model as a Newtonian fluid fung [7]. In this 

study, blood has assumed incompressible, homogeneous, Newtonian, and non-Newtonian 

blood fluid. The flow of the blood is demonstrated to be unsteady, laminar, two-dimensional, 

and fully developed flow. Blood is characterized by generalized Carreau model non-Newtonian 

model. Under these assumptions ANSYS-Fluent 15.0 was used to solve the governing 

equations that may be written by using the Navier-Stokes equations that given as follow [6]: 

 

The continuity equation: 

 

0u u  ,   (1) 
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r-component of momentum equation: 
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where Γ represens the tensor of stress that is directly proportional of the deformation rate tensor 

D as: 
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For a Newtonian blood fluid assumption η is assumed as a constant, but for a non-Newtonian 

blood fluid assumption η is supposed as a function of the shear rate γ. It can be modelled by 

using Carreau model as: 
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The thermo-physical properties and rheological parameters of the Newtonian and non-

Newtonian blood model used in the present numerical calculation are listed in the Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Measured properties of human whole blood at 37 C [4] 

Properties Value Unit 

Density, (ρ) 1060 kg/m3 

Specific heat, (Cp) 4128 J/kgK 

Thermal conductivity, (k) 0.542 W/mK 

Relaxation factor, (β)  0.0035 1/K 

Dynamic viscosity, (μ ) 0.0037 Pas 

Zeros dynamic viscosity, (µ0)  0.056 Pas 

Infinity dynamic viscosity, (µ) 0.0345 Pas 

Consistency coefficient, (m)  3.313 Pasn 

Flow behavior index, (n) 0.3568 - 

 

Blood is related to its microscopic structures for shear thinning non-Newtonian model and it is 

determined mainly by aggregation, deformation and alignment of red blood cells [17]. 

The shear thinning model is the prevailing the non-Newtonian blood fluid property that 

disturbing the velocity [8]. Also, the turbulent flow can be modelled by using many modelling 

of turbulence schemes such as the k-ε two-equations: 
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k-turbulent kinetic energy equation is written as: 
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ε-dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy equation is written as: 
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Here, C1, C2, σk and σε represent the empirical turbulence constants. The recommended values 

are given in Table 2 [5]. 

 

Table 2. Empirical constants in k-ε model [5] 

C1 C2 σk σε Cµ CD I λ 

1.44 1.92 1.0 1.314 0.5478 0.1634 0.03 0.005 

 

2.3. Boundary conditions 
Boundary conditions defined in this paper as shown in Fig. 3 are as following: at the entrance 

of the artery wall model, there is no radial blood flow; thus axial velocity slope may be supposed 

to be zero, but the inlet velocity is assumed as a constant at value considered in [9] at the 

entrance of the aorta (u0 = 20 cm/s); for laminar flow there is no shear rate of blood fluid flow 

sideways of the axis. At artery wall, it is assumed that the no slip condition must be used along 

the artery walls, thus the blood velocity is taken at zero on the artery walls. In the exit of the 

artery wall model, the pressure at the exit is set to 0 Pa. As the initial condition, it is supposed 

that there is no flow happing when the model system is at rest (t = 0 s). 

 

2.4 Numerical simulation  
In this study, the artery geometry was drawn by Gambit program. It is employed to arrange the 

computational domain geometry and to build the grid model to analyse the problems as show 

in Fig. 4. In order to simulate the classic single-phase shear thinning behaviour of the blood and 

Newtonian fluid two new “materials” have created in the ANSYS-Fluent in the fluids database. 

The first one that simulates the blood is non-Newtonian and follows a Carreau model, Eq. (7). 

The second one is Newtonian with constant viscosity at 3.5 cP. The problem of using the real 

geometry of irregular artery wall of arterial bifurcation model with AAA has simulated by 

ANSYS-Fluent 15.0 CFD program, due to the complexity of the present abdominal aorta wall. 
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According to the finite volume technique, the system governing equations are solved 

consecutively by segregated one another.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Real problem geometry 

 
The Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) was utilized to couples 

the pressure and velocity effects solution [17]. The criterion of the convergence for velocity is 

less than 1.0×10-5, and the criterion for temperature is less than 1.0×10-6. Results of velocity 

distribution at the bifurcation for Reynolds number 410 was compared for four different grids. 

The solution sizes of grid numbers were selected as: 

 Without AAA (WAAA): nodes = 105098, 103869 quadrilateral cells, all 103 edges with 

interval size of 0.5, for 1 faces-elements of Quad type and Pave, the maximum number 

of iteration for Newtonian = 490 and non-Newtonian = 370;  

 With AAA (AAA): nodes = 206510, 204560 quadrilateral cells, all 121 edges interval 

size of 0.6, for 1 faces-elements of Quad type and Pave, the maximum number of 

iteration for Newtonian = 620, non-Newtonian = 480. 

 

                                
 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 4 Solution computational domain and grid generated used in the present analysis 
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3. Results and discussion 
In the following text, some of observations and comments made that assumed from results 

gotten from extensive ranges of blood flow conditions and numerical simulation are presented. 

In order to give indication for the blood flow profile in semi-realistic aneurysms AAA, it is 

necessary straightforward to sense the flow patterns by extrapolating from knowledge gained 

from idealized models alone.  

 

3.1. Flow field 
Numerical simulations for two models of abdominal aorta for with and without AAA have used 

to find the effect of presence of the AAA on the flow field and heat transfer in abdominal and 

arterial perfection for Reynolds number, Re = 410. The blood in two cases was Newtonian and 

non-Newtonian. Fig. 5 shows the pressure magnitudes approximating along an abdominal aorta 

with AAA (position A, according Fig. 3) compared with case of without AAA. It is shown that 

the presence of AAA in the flow direction caused to decreasing the peak pressure (position A) 

and pressure distribution in the aorta. However, it will increasing the stagnation pressure in the 

region of starting the bifurcation. The effect of using non-Newtonian blood model illustrated in 

Fig. 6.  

 

    

 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 5 Newtonian blood contour of static pressures laminar flow (Re = 420) 

 

    

 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 6 Non-Newtonian blood contour of static pressures laminar flow (Re = 420) 
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The effect of AAA on the velocity contour is presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for Newtonian and  

non-Newtonian blood model for laminar flow at Re = 420. Clearly, we can observe that the 

velocity magnitude in AAA inner wall region (position A) due to increase the cross section area 

and this will lead to dramatically increase the inner pressure that applies on the inner AAA wall 

and then increasing the probability of the AAA rapture. But, as compared Fig. 7b and Fig. 8b, 

it is shown that the blood velocity decreased in AAA region (position A), but the blood velocity 

increased in the construction region (position B, according Fig. 3) of the abdominal region for 

all flow conditions. 

 

                        
 a) Without FAAA b) With FAAA 

Fig. 7 Newtonian blood velocity counter in (m/s) laminar flow (Re = 420) 

 

                      
 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 8 Non-Newtonian blood velocity in (m/s) laminar flow (Re = 420) 

 

The axial velocity vector in plane of bifurcation is presented in Fig. 9. The effect of AAA on 

velocity vector of Newtonian and non-Newtonian models of the blood flows at Re = 2500 is 

shown. If compared between Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b, we show that the using non-Newtonian power 

law blood model will give a same flow pattern. The results show that as the flow accelerates to 

the peak point that near AAA inner wall (position A), recirculation vortex grew slightly 

stronger. This causing negative velocity gradients and increasing the recirculation regions size. 

However, in the branching region of the aorta it is shown that generation a secondary flow 

motion in the vessel curvature introduces radial pressure gradient from the outside wall towards 

the apex. The size of the secondary vortex pair that produced depends on the curvature radius, 

diameter of vessel, and flow velocity. In addition, in the bifurcation region (positions C and D, 

according Fig. 3) show that the blood velocity profiles were skewed towards the apex.  
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In the region along the outer ICA wall, it is shown that the development of the low momentum 

can clearly be seen and spans approximately 50% of the sinus volume at mid sinus (position B).  

 

     

 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 9 Non-Newtonian blood velocity counter turbulent flow 

 

The effects of presence the AAA on velocity vector can be shown in Fig. 10. It is shown that 

the reversed flow clearly in the inner region of the AAA due to increase the area of blood vessel 

and decreased both the pressure and momentum in this region. The blood velocity vectors are 

no longer parallel in the region just beyond the AAA. But, in a separation flow region at the 

condition of the blood laminar flow is greatest concerned just beyond the tapering of the blood 

vessel. In the region inside the AAA, the results shown that there is a separation region in flow 

stream that is located near the bulge region when the velocities are low and flow reversal 

happened. 

 

                    
 a) without FAAA  b) with FAAA 

Fig. 10 Newtonian blood velocity vector turbulent flow in the AAA region 

 

3.2. Vortex dynamics 
For more visualization the flow field using the velocity stream along the entire computational 

domain is shown on Fig. 11. It is shown the increase of the Reynolds number for the case 

without AAA. The flow pattern did not change significantly as illustrated Fig. 11a for AAA 

inner wall region (position A).  

 

3.3. Artery static pressure 
Fig. 12 plotted four positions along path of fluid flow of y/L = 0.25, 0.55, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.85. 

It is shown that pressure reduced with increase of r/D (Fig. 12a, position A) of y/L = 0.25 for 

without AAA. If consider the case of with AAA, the pressure will increase with the increase of 

r/D (Fig. 12b) for same laminar flow condition. The construction region of the artery in position 
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B is plotted in Fig. 12b. It is shown that the pressure increased with increasing of r/D for the 

two cases and increased from 0.61 to 0.66 at r/D = 0.9 when using the model of AAA for 

laminar flow. Nevertheless, when the Re rose from 410 to 2500 the pressure raised from 0.4 to 

0.65 when using model of AAA for turbulent flow. The pressure profile in the arterial 

bifurcation entrance (when the artery parent divided into two daughter right and left) in section 

of position C is plotted in Fig. 12c. It is found that the static pressure show a peak value in the 

stagnation point of the bifurcation region, due to the zeros velocity in this point and conversion 

all the convective force into pressure force as the flow will be impact this point. The RIA 

(position D) is plotted in Fig. 12d. The static pressures will increase with r/D for the two cases 

of with and without AAA value in this region, but the AAA model will give the highest values. 

 

                               
a) without FAAA                              b) with FAAA 

Fig. 11 Newtonian blood velocity streamline laminar flow (Re = 420) in the AAA region 

 

  
 a) Position A, y/L = 0.25 b) Position B, y/L = 0.55 

 

   

 c) Position C, y/L = 0.75  d) Position D, y/L = 0.85 

Fig. 12 Normalized pressure (P/Po) verse dimensionless radial artery distance  

of with AAA case Newtonian blood 

 

Moreover, to study the effects of AAA on dimensionless velocity (v/vo) in y-direction for 

laminar and turbulent Newtonian blood model for four positions is presented in Fig. 13.  

The velocity data are normalized with respect to the maximum velocity. However, the figures 
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show that the general profile would change from position to anther due to changing the inner 

diameters of the artery vessel along blood flow bath in y-direction. In this study a real geometry 

of the vessel for irregular boundary wall of the artery is used. In addition, this gave a good 

indicator of the real picture of the hemodynamics of blood flow in realistic abdominal artery. 

It is shown that the velocity reduced from v/vo = 1.15 for without AAA to 0.87 by 24% for with 

AAA at middle position of the flow at r/D = 0.8. However, the dimensionless velocity reduced 

from v/vo = 0.85 for without AAA to 0.37 by 56% for with-AAA at r/D = 1.0 at inner wall of 

the AAA as shown in Fig. 13a for artery section of y/L = 0.25 (position A). The turbulent flow 

model will cause to reduce the velocity too, but with high value as compared Fig. 13b.  

It is shown that the velocity reduced with blunt profile across the section of artery and is 

increased near the wall with 28% and 59% percent for middle and region, respectively.  

By forward to construction region of artery (position B) at y/L = 0.55 compared between the 

two cases of without and with AAA is presented in Fig. 13c. It is observed that the reduction in 

artery diameter will cause increasing the velocity of laminar and turbulent flow condition with 

fluctuation flatter profile for turbulent case. The dimensionless velocity profile in the entrance 

of arterial bifurcation (position C) is presented in Fig. 13d. It is shown that there are three 

positions of the zeroes velocity instead of two due to the point of stagnation pressure in the apex 

point.  

 

   
 a) Position A, y/L = 0.25 b) Position B, y/L = 0.55 

 

   

 c) Position C, y/L = 0.75  d) Position D, y/L = 0.85 

Fig. 13 Normalized stream velocity (v/vo) verse radial artery distance of without AAA case 

 

3.4. Study aneurysm region 
The main purpose of this work was to examine the outcome of unsymmetrical irregular wall 

aneurysm on the blood hemodynamics in the abdominal and arterial bifurcation. In order to 

increase the focus on the aneurysm regions, it was used eight sections in the two cases of with 

and without AAA to plot the pressure, velocity and temperature distribution. Fig. 14 shows that 

the present aneurysm would effect on the increasing the pressure on the inner wall of the AAA 

and increasing the velocity blunt profiler as compared with and without AAA in Fig. 14a. 

Generally, the static pressure decreased in case of with AAA due to increase the cross section 

area of the flow and increased the radial distance of the AAA region. Fig. 14b presented the 

numerical data of the velocity in eight sections of the AAA region. It is shown that the presence 
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of AAA will cause to increase the velocity in the distal (section 1, Fig. 14) of the AAA and then 

decreased gradually near the inner wall of the AAA with increased the radial distance of the 

artery aneurysm region.  
 

 
 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 14 Aneurysm regions using eight section in case of with and without AAA, Re = 410 

 

Fig. 15 performed the possessions of the turbulent flow on hemodynamics blood flow field of 

blood in the AAA region. It is shown that the presence of aneurysm leads to increasing the static 

pressure on the inner wall of the AAA with fluctuating profile and reversed flow in low 

momentum of separation near the inner wall of AAA as shown in Fig. 15a. It is illustrated 

velocity along radial distance of artery in developing aneurysm region. It is presented the 

numerical data of the velocity in eight sections of the AAA regions. 

 

 
 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 15 Aneurysm regions using eight section in case of with and without AAA, Re = 2500 

 

3.5. Wall shear stress 
The study of the WSS plays a significant role in the hemodynamics in the resent years.  

Thus, the shear stresses along the artery wall for blood Reynolds number of Re = 410 for two 

wall boundary of AAA and sinus inner wall as plotted in Figs. 16 and 17. In general, it is 

observed that a fluctuation profile along the AAA inner wall due to the irregularity of the artery 

wall boundary. In addition, it is important to mention that the calculated WSS from the CFD 

simulations were compared between the Newtonian (Fig. 16) and Careaue model for  

non-Newtonian blood (Fig. 17). It shows that the WSS increases by 33% for using the 

Newtonian blood model at y/L = 0.4 in region of abdominal aorta which extended from y/L = 0 

to 0.75 at Re = 410. When the blood flow interned the arterial bifurcation region that extending 

from y/L = 0.75 to 1.0, it is shown that the WSS fluctuating and increased gradually until it 
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reaches the peak value in turbulent flow of WSS = 600 Pa particular at y/L = 0.87. As it is 

obvious, there is a good agreement between simulations of the wall shear stress results for both 

the Newtonian and the non-Newtonian fluids. In addition, it is cleared that the shear stresses on 

sinus inner wall along arterial bifurcation are having the fluctuating profile but with lower value 

than these on the AAA inner wall that along abdominal aorta. Moreover, it is gave high shouted 

increasing in the middle position of the bifurcation. The Newtonian increased by 25% than the 

non-Newtonian at y/L = 0.93.  

 

   
 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 16 Newtonian WSS verse the dimensionless axial artery distance (y/L) 

 

   

 a) without FAAA b) with FAAA 

Fig. 17 Non-Newtonian WSS verse the dimensionless axial artery distance (y/L) 

 

3.6. Numerical model validation 
The investigated areas were the abdominal aorta with AAA and the two iliac arteries of the 

right and left branches. The computer simulation data are well fitted on those obtained by  

in vitro experimental by Yu [20] that works by PIV as presented in Fig. 18.  

 

                
 a) Present work  b) Yu work, [20] 

Fig. 18. Validation the present numerical results of velocity vector field at the same velocity 

about 20 cm/s with the experimental of Yu work, [20] 
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Fig. 18 shows that the blood velocity measured values obtained by experimental works of  

Yu [20] ranges from 20-23 cm/s, but the range 20-22 cm/s in the domain along the main flow 

path lines of the velocity value obtained by present simulation. A comparison between the 

present simulations with the PIV experimental results of velocity vector for steady flow 

condition that given by Yu [20] were considered in order to validate blood flow modelling 

approach. It shows that there is a coincident of the two results, where there are three regions: 

1) zero velocity near wall in the entry of AAA; 2) large convicted middle region of artery in the 

entry of AAA and 3) vortices region along inner wall region of AAA for these works. 

 

Conclusion 
The numerical results of the laminar and turbulent flow, Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid 

blood model, with and without AAA in abdominal aorta, were investigated in this study in order 

to consider the importance of turbulent blood flow to evaluate the hemodynamic parameters. 

The results show that the AAA hemodynamic patterns depend on wall configuration of the 

AAA boundary geometric. The data for the 2D reconstruction of the numerical simulation show 

that at the turbulent flow, the velocity with highest fluctuation profile and generation of some 

vortices near the inner wall of AAA are observed. The highest values of WSS levels obtained 

downstream of AAA and at bifurcation apex are shown. The presence of AAA in flow path will 

increase blood velocity of the distal by 35% for laminar and about 42% for turbulent.  

Finally, the present approach for modelling was validated by comparison with the previous 

corresponding experimental velocity patterns results and gave a respectable agreement between 

the present simulation results and this experimental work.  
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Nomenclatures 
Cp specific heat, (J/kgK) 

D  inner diameter of the abdominal aorta, (m) 

k turbulent kinetic energy, (m/s)3 

L axial length, (m) 

p fluid static pressure, (Pa) 

Re Reynolds number, (Du/v) 

r radial coordinate measured from the model symmetry axis 

Γ stress tensor 

t time, (s) 

uo bulk inlet axial velocity, (m/s) 

u velocity component in x-direction, (m/s) 

v velocity component in r-direction, (m/s) 

x axial distance along pipe, (m) 

 

Greek letter 

μ dynamic viscosity, (Pas) 

γ shear rate, (s-1) 

η  viscosity of the blood 

μeff effective viscosity, (Pas) 

  difference or gradient 

ε dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, (m2/s3) 

ρ density, (kg/m3) 

υ kinematic viscosity, (m2/s) 
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